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ABSTRACT
This booklet is intended for classroom teacher-who
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the activities present d A,nt s booklet pertain directly to reading,
but- other aspects of a anguag arts program (listening, speaking,

;Yand writing) are also g vdn s attention. The.-activities are '

designed to setv4 as a eries f'starting points toward improved
reading skills. Only th telex sion'programs which the child watches.

!

athome are dealt with. The contents include: Oliow to Get. StaVied,"
, which encovages teachers to watch television themselves -4 determine
..hvwevarioug' programs could be related to reading instructions
ieentify 'hose television programs which could be considered of good
guality, and survey the ptudents to determine their favorite
television programs; anIP"How to Use Television to Improve
Instruction,' which presents techniques.forusing television to
improve the student's listening, speaking, reading, and writing
`skills. (WR)
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About This Booklet

fihiS 'booklet is written for classroom, teachers who
would like to "(..aCh reading more effectively by present-

.r1 i ing it within a context that is relevant and intelesting
for studo.n-tg

f

, Did you kilow. that toddy's typical 'Student spends
about three:hours a ddyl watching television? This.:rneans
filar during a regular school week he spends,,-almost as

. inuch time watching television as be dOes in the class-
room. And when,. you take-into account holidays, Vdca-
tions, and tine lost from schgolbecause of you
realize that today's student ac4ally spends more time in

. the course of a year watching television than he spend§
. in the classroom. Some edUcatOrs: are .appalled, at the '

amount of time students devote to television,but it
,Rpearg certain that,,,Jike it or not, television is here to

''stay an a t there is littlethey cad do to discourage
students fro sending their time in this 'way,'

What can be d ne? There's an old political. adage
which.'states, "11 yo can't-beat 'em, join 'em." Televi-
sion offers an ideal bridge between, the school world and
that Other world of outside acilvity which students
often find so much more exciting and .timulating; Two
currently popular education'[) njunctio s are relevint in
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this regard. The first of :these, injunctions- is "Start
where the child is." For the many chiltirerC who watch
television this represents an ideal starting place. The
second injunction is: ."Proceed from the known to the
unknown." For the average student of today television
obviously represents a very we'1J-known'comniodity. :

Most of the activities presented in .this Aiooklet Tier-
tain directly to.reading, but other aspects. of a langua&e.
arts program (listening, speaking, and writing) ate agio
given soiree attention because Of their inextricably close
relationship to reading, Many of the ideas presented
were suggested'by stiecessful teachers in the field; alc.of
the techniques have been suceessfUlly., usedls a class-
room situation. The activities are not designed to re-
placed a comprehensive; sequential, structured reading
progiam but rather to serve as a series of starting points
to achieve this objective Ultimately: EI)en for. those

teachers whb are currently succeeding in ,ma,king reading
interestitng and relevant for their students, 'there should
beMany-pla.cfleal-suggestions.

This. booklet deals solely with television programs
which the student watches at home. No attempt has
been made to deal directlywith closed-circtit television
or with educational and commercial, television'prOgrams%
viewed in the classroom. Many of the suggestionS._
offered here, however; could be adapted to condi.=
tions., The activities presented in this booklet Concen-

,

trate for the most. part on the elementary school level,
although sbme of them can be used 'with 6r adapted to
junior and senior high .School students. Various televi-
sion programsitwhich do an excellent job of teaching
formal aspects of readingsuch a§ Sesame'Strect, Ele,c-
tric Company, .Grammar Rockare not dealt with di:
redly in this- booklet. Obviously, .hoWever, you will
want to call such programs -to -the attention of your
students and their parents. Akr



How to Get Started

/WATCH TELEVISION YOURSELF'

, It is especially-important to watch yo'\students' favor,'"
'ire television programs. Waich theSe prOgrams actively;
taking notes if it helps, always asking yoilrgelf the clues-
tion: How can I tie in what I'm seeing with my reading
and language arts pro&am?

Whenever possible use television names, words, and
:situations' to .give examples and illustrations in class of
'Any aspect, of reading you might be teaching. Even the
world of-television commercials Offers unlimited scope.
For instance, if you're introducing contractions or plan
'ning to ,reitiforce your teaching in this area, the cur-
rend.), poptilar television cOmmercials "You 't, fool
Mother:ture" and ."It's the real-Oing" provide two
good exaliPle-% The coneepts of rhythm, meter, -and
rhyme pan befillu.strated:with catchy jingles such as

-There's g whole new generation `!

t'Coming->at you, coming strong.
Put yourself behind a Pepsi,
If you're living, you beropg.

You've got a lot -to live,
And Pepsi's got a 144tto give.

-
In a beginning phonicsapi-ograrn, "Put spice in yopr life"



, could 'be used to show that the letter e, at the en of.a
cite syllable word usua ly silent and that the
vowel in such a word usua ly as a "long" quality. Or,
"You can trustyour car to the man who wears the star'
can ,illustrate the fact that a vowel. preceding the letter'r

4as, neither a slide nor a long quality but a distinctive
sound of ,its own.

ENCOURA OUR STUbENTS TO
WATCH-GOO TELEVISION PROGRAMS ,10

While there are some television programs which
good and at least a few. which are outstanding, thre
many of mediocre quality or worse. Even the kor
ta.levision program, however, acquires some value

"an imaginative teacher utilizes it to make reading more
exciting for her students. Frequently the poor programs
serve as a starting place for the development of taste .Ind
a gradual ,introduction to programs of progresively

higher quality.",

Preview week's programs by corading-the television
section of the SundaY newspaper Or by going, through
TV ,Guide or some publication Of a similar natpre. There,
is an eNcellent publication called. Teachers Guides to
Television which is published twice a year The first
issue deals with the opening half of the school year'and
the second is ue deals with the remaining...half. Each
issue+ presents etailed previews of about fifteen quality
programs. For e' h of the pl-eviewed prograsns there are
suggested activitie for the teacher to use both before
and after "viewing, plus a section devoted to learning
resources. This latter section consists of a rel ?ted films'
list for each of,the programs and a 1345liograph31 listing
appropriate related reading material. The cost "k for an
annual .F{bscription is $3.50 ($3.00 if fbur or more
subscripb)ons (are mailed to th6same address). and is
available from Teachers Guides to Television, *Box 564,
Leribk Hall Station, New York, New 'York 10021.-.'

o



Another very good publication is 'reiepiiion Most .

Worth: Watching. This is a four-page bulletin sent on a
Weekly basis from It pternber through June., Jtis edited
by a former school teacher. and contain listings-s plus
shor,mpreviews Of programs' judged to'be off pecial value
fo? the forthcomingweek. Some *grains ,,ar'd local for
the Chicago area, channels 'nurnbei'eci...for the
.Chicage area, and times are give,ry in tet.inS, of Central
Time; nevettheless, most of the prograens, listed are
shown on national netwo ks.and the slight adjustments.
required to use the guide re well worthethe effort. The

" publication costs ;610j for each subscription ($5 each if
ten or more . are sent t the s'Stne address), and is
available from Television Most Worth Watching, 1;245
Wisconsin Avenue, Berwy ; Illinois 60402.

Every schbQl should hive at least one subscription to
each of the tw-apublicationS just mentiOned.and copies
shOuld. be available in the Faculty Lounge.

Make a list of the prOgrams which-seem peomising
and give your best plespitch for these programs shortly
before dismissal on the day they are being. shown. De-
yote the last period each Friday to a television program,
discussion period wifh the last fifteen minutes of this
period on television previews for the Week*: --
Occasionally send a note home' to parents calling their

' attention to. shows' of - special value. and asking their
coop on in encouraging their youngsters to watch'
them cote might read like.this..'

DearMr. arid its. Johnson,

On Sunday, kober 15, at '9 PM, Channel, 8rWill loe.
presenting ta 90-m lite program on the life of. Leonardo da
Vinti entitled A G nius for All soas91.1E, '1,;hiSi is the firsCof a
five-part series. which won- the qra /Prize at the 1972
Monte Canto International Televito Fstival. In addition
to Iseing an excellent television series; the material ties
directly. with our cnrrent Social Studies unit which dear,
with this period of history. Peter is very much interested in
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this topic and he was chzirman of a grO ,p of students who
recently, gave an outstanding report in -lass on the' earl.
part of this period. - 1 /

\['would appreciate it very much, therefore, if y u would,
ry to arringe\youi familysehedule so that. Pete is free to

",.. ;,,{1 -, ;

-'-tipvn d -this 90-Minute period k,atching this tel ision'.. r / .It would ::io be of help. if you wiluld'reknind
Peter of tile program on -Stliday night and mAke sure that

.. the television set is .ttilable to him:`'`(' /
r

,Thank you very much 'Coi-your-c-ciO,pera,fion. 1 will keep .

..,,you informed of the' date for' thegemaining four parts of
,

t
(.

/this series. ( ' ' N7\,N,-
\ ". e'Sincerefyl.,,--,.,

-.Epe'lyt) St6iud
I .

When parents ask) "Row can` I. my 'child in
,....

ramsreading?" have a List of quality telcviz rwrams avail=
.

,

able to offer them along with yevri ther suggestion
Encourage students, pat'epts, heig ors,, and felloW

and making' sifggestio for the -kihd§ of shows they.,.

teachers to. write to the .television ''networks exprNessing
approval;bf oilt)starklin _shows, criticizing poor shOys,

- would prefer! Highly rates progra.Ms' such as' Ses-arne,
Street, Electric Compa _I And Grammar, Rick;' deserve

`. special attention,..Books,- kits, and other commercially
-Prepared supplements to thescprbgraini,make fine addi,
tionsi to the classroom reading prograrn, and you can
freqUeritly .create informal games, puzzles, and-other

..

-' projects. which are based on the progratris'and are,carre-G
lated with subject matter currently being taught.

FIND 00T;WHICH' TELEVISION PROGRAMS-3m? . --,,----7"
YOUR STUDENTSTIVAtCH

. ,

It would be of...little practical' value for .`you as a,

classroom te,vher to know the results of .a. \national.
television preferJnce survey or perhaps even to. know
theresults,of a survey from .the same grade in a different .

part of your city. ','eIevision programs and studet pref-
erences change rapidly, Programing and time differences

: ..1

\
\1 0
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have their effects on teleyision watching causing a pro-,
gram which is popular in one part of,the country to be
unavailable or presented at an 'inconvenient rime in
another location. Differences in socioeconomic status,
intfilligence, maturity, and general background are all

-ralso related to differences in the television-preference's
of students.

"Similarly,--=- it wo d 12e hazardous for The ,average
teacher\ to assume tha she is aware of the televisiOn
watching preferences of her students. The experience of 15

the past ievei=a1,.years has convinced me qiat, in genera4 ,-
teachers are not aware of whicb teleVision programs
heir students,like best..

In view of these facts, your most practical recourse is
to conduct a. teleVision preference survey (see Figure 1)
in your. own classroom at tit beginning of the .school
year and perhaps. again at the, start of the second
semester.

Figure i. TeleVision Preference Surey

Grade Narne

,
TELEVISION PREFE'RENCE SURVEY

List your three favorite television prograTs.in orrldr
of preference:

3.

Ask 'the students in yot4,- class to list, in order of .

preference, their three favorite ,,television programs. If
they have been, given advance,notice of the survey at-the
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start of :the period they'shOulcPbe able to write out their
three choices toward the endrof the period in only a few
minutes_. Too much adVance notice-would give the stu-
dents'a chance to discugs 'the project among themselves"
at recess or at'lunch' time and perhaps. bias the results.
For kindergarten and loWer prirriary grades it will be
necessary to conduct the television preference surve
orally 9,n individual' basis. When dealing with older
students you might. Want to add to the bottom of the
questionnaire such questions A: What do you especially
like abbut your favorite program?' Which character do
you like best? For :tabulating -.the data, assign three
points for every first place .choice, -two points for every
second place choice, and'orie point for eery third place
choice. Add up the totals and you will aye a good idea
of the comparative popularity of the. programs yotir
students watch"' in addition tio a listineof'all their favor=
ite programs. A .

The resulof the survey scan be shown 'to the stu-
dents

s'
dents and used as the basis'ot a discussionf individUal
differences, interests, and tastes.. Try to arrange 'to ex

..
dilute the results of your television survey with results
obtaiiied at the same grade level in_ahother part .of the
.city; another city, another state, or even another coun-
, try to develop further your discussion 'of interests and
tastes.

The television programs which*are the current class
favorites will of course occupy most of yOur teaching
time.. Iii addition such information can serve as the
ba-sis for occasional grouping of students for some of the
projects and activities to be described later. It's- a good
practice to keep .a Mist of the favorite television pr,ograms
of all yoUr students, as well as their- other interests and
holgbies. It happens' sometimes` that-a. student who is
turned off to other apprbarlies to reading will be inter-
ested in an unusual or specialized kind of 'television
shiminformation which can sometimes provide
,teacher with.a,successfur opening We'dge:



How to Use Television
to ImproVe instruction

Herc are several simple yet effective teLhniques for using
television to improve your teaching. Included are meih-
ods involving listening, speaking, reading, and writing.

LISTENING

1. 'Encourage your students (especially bilingual
and/or culturally disadvantaged, students) to listen care-
fully to the spoken word on television programs. Rein-
force their listening. by speaking some of the words or
phrases they are likely to have heard; give the students
practice in repeating and in speaking these words and
phrases themselVes; try Ao incorporate some of these
words into their beginning reading and writing activities:

4,

A teacher at the primary /level might ask at the
beginning of the term, "When .iuffy. got lost what did she
say to the policeman?" and then provide three answers,
one of which is correct. When the correct answer is
given the students are asked to [-epeat it and then to see
which of them can best match Buffy's expression. As
the term progresses the students are encouraged to sup-
ply the correct answers themselves arid the required
correct responses are gradually, dengthened.

13



2. Assign students or committ es to listen or dia-
cts and regional accents. Have them imitate these

dialects and accents in class to 1-io that people express
themselves differently in diffe parts of thNounefy.
The use of slang, colloquialisms, and grammatical mid-
takes could be treated in the same way. .-

Here is a list of slang, expressions used in a recent
ROW77222 program:

Does anyone know what the Bogon massacre;Was?,

It was a hummer New York 35, Roston 0.

/ dory thing, man.
That s,a *erg.

Dori't.get all beht out of shape about it.
It gave the cOlonists real atguments for splitting Tip with

England.

Some of r e history books say that- Sam Adams was a
rabbi -rou , jivin' the people of Roston.

Exercises such as these make a fine introduction to
the English language: as a changing, evolving entity; they
can also be .helpful in discussing "standard English."
Another group of students could be urged to listen fqr
metaphorical or figurative expressions (she was "taken
to the cleaners"). When examples of figurativeilanguagi
are discussed' and. explained in class and lists of such
expressions are compiled,. students are sensitized to
area and-are given confidence to ask questions in class
when difficulties in meaning occur irr this sphere.

3. Once in a while television anfiouncers or actors
*Make. mistakes concerning locatithis *Of places, 'dates,
traveling time between cities,' and so on. Sportscasters,
sometimes relying on their memories instead of on
record books, will occasionally give the wrong place or
date of birth, college. attended, batting average,' and
other facts about players. If a student thinks he has
uncovered a mistake, have him mention' it in the class
television discussion period. Tell him,,if h: 7-11;t:p.sn't

4
14



know, where he can check the true facts and have him
report back to the- class the following week. if it really
were a mistake, have the student write a letter to the
person who made the error, call, it to his attention in_a
tactful way, and see what happy.nsi

--SPEAKING

1. Have "a portion of your Show-and-TeIl.or sharing
period. devoted to television sharing so that your \stu-
dents can. describe to the rest of' the class interesting
programs they have wen. For kindergarten or beginn'ing
primary grades; make a puppet with eyes, nose, and a
mouth that opens and closes. Imprint. these...featureS On
a face in. the form of a television semen (Figure 2)::

Figure L. .Telvie Puppet

mouth opens .
and closes

Hand
Inserted

Here



Name the'ptippet Telvie ar4 give the students a chance
to let Telvie describe theirfavorite television show to-
the other boys and girls. This activity is especially good w'
for bilingual youngsters, children with s eech defects, or
youngsters who find verbalization 'di is t for any yea:.
son. If necessary at the beginning all v.r e student to
remain completely hidden so that only e is 'visible
'to the rest of the'class.

2. Get pictures of favorite telsp.8.ion c aracters or
draw cartoons of characters seen on telelissi n and show
them in class as a Stimulus for student verb ization.

For example, show your beginning stu v ents a picture
of Dennis the Menace (clip" it from the co ics or draw it

'yourself and make the connection between the televi-
sion show and the comic strip) with soiled new clothes
and a mud puddle nearby. Ask the students what might
have happened, and if necessary prompt them with such
questions as: What do you think the mud puddle has to
do with the picture? How do you think Dennis feels?
What do yoU think might happen next?

3. Divide the class into teams of four or five students
on each team. One of the teams secretly.designates one
of its members to represent a current favorite television
character. Members of another team are allowed teri
questions' which are capable of being answered "yes" or
"no" in order to try to determine the identity Of the
television charicter. If they have not determined his
identity by the end of the ten'questions or if they guess
incori-ectly, She other team reveals the identity of the
character. You .act as referee, and the team which asks.
the fewest questions and determines the most identities
correctly is declared the Winner.. .

4. Use role, playing interviews 'in which one student
plays the part of a television star and anoth7 student
plays the part of a television intervieWer.,lf
have the' interviews tape-recorded for later playback and
discus "sion. A variation of thiS 'technique is to 'have

16
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students play the part of athletes who are being inter-
viewed in pregame or postgame programs concwing
make-believe her94:s on the field.

The exact questions which the television interviewer
asks would clepen4,4 course, on the background of the
person being interviewed but the following types of
questions would usually be appropriate and helpful:

How woes it feel to be a television star? .

Could you tell ns about some of the disadvantages
of being'a television star?
What were some of the problems you had to deal
with before you. became famo
Do you have any advice or t s you'd like to give
to today's students?

5. Adapt currently popular television games to your
own classroom needs. Password, for instance, could be
used at different levels to encourage vocabulary develop=
ment along with verbalization. Television quiz programs
such as Truth or Consequences and College Bowl supply
a nice format once in a- vhile for your classroom oral
uiz. The consequences for not knowing the correct

answer to some required classwork could sometimes be
a referral to the correct source of information followed
by .later evidence of its having ben learned. On other
occasions the consequences could be strictly fun or
stunt type activities (followed later by appropriate
review and testing).

READING
.

1.1 Collect (and encourage students and parents to
supply) books, magaiines, articles, posters, and news-
-paper accounts of favorite television stars or programs
and use this material in a television interest center in the
,classroom. Figure 3 (see page 18) shows how a class-
room can be divided into three interest centers with the
television interest center shown in greater detail. '-'

17
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Space is available. .for bookshelves, book racks, and
magazine rack's. Theroom divider 'which separates the
classroom from the television interest center is designed
to serve as a bulletin bOard on the inside: Pictures
television stars, news clippings about stars and their
programs, sketches of television characters: or plot out-
lines written' by the students, are examples of appropri-
ate bulletin board materials.

;Cubicles are provided for students who prefer nvacy
or relative, privacy(one of the cubicles is d i e'd for
two or three stuants).' For students who wo d like to
write, an iniprovised desk is available in the rm of a
flat writing surface. Normally this writing su face is
flush against the wall, but when needed for writing
purposes it can be raised on supporting hinges. -

The central area of the television interest, center 'is a
carpeted open space which contains chairs, pillows, and
cushions.

2. Be on the lookout for coloring books dealing with
current television, favorites. These books usvally provide
large pictures designed for coloring with crayons and
include brief captions consisting of very simple words
beneath the illustrations. Kindergarten and primary.
grade students can color, the picture, tell about it, and
read all, or part of the-. caption. Representative of, these
books are the Saalfield Publishing Comliany -series
(Saalfield Square, Akron, Ohio 44301) including The
Partridge 'Family, Nanny and the Professor, and The .

Do dile Deckers, cost i,ng 39 cents each; and the Whit-
an. books (Western Publishing Company,'1220 Mound

Avenue, Racine, Wi-,consin 53404) including' Family
Affair and Captain. Karigarob, which cost 59 cents each.

3Consider student,television choices when recOm-
mending 'books 'and, other reading material for'.. the
school library and for the local public library.' For
example, The Partridge Family, Gentle Ben,. Get Smdrt,
Sesame Street, and The Man from U.N.C.L.E. all have

3.



books and Other printed follow-up material based on the
television program.

DiScii-ss your students' favorite television programs
with the school or public librarian. She may be able to
tecommend and display related reading material of ap-
propriate readability levels, Books might be grouped -
into sections of the library with a caption "If you like
{name of currently poriular science- fiction show), try
'thee (book jackets of appropriate science fiction
books)."- CliSsics (either the original 'or-simplified ver-,
sions) might be displayed with a caption relating them
to current television favorites. For, instance, SwisS

r:Family Robinson might be displayed: with a caption
relating it to GilligaWs Island, a television rerun favorite.
about people marooned on a tropical island.

5. Sports books (available in paperback dr, magazine
form) by retired athletes Who have becOme known to
students through television are becoming more promi
nent. Many of these make excellent reading material for
students who are sports enthusiasts. 0A few examples.fO);
older students are. Jrry Kramer's instant Replav, Jim.
Bouton's Bail Four, and Johnny Sainple's Confession;
of a Dirty B.illi9layer,

6. Newspaper accounts of All Star Games, Games ofGames,
the. Week, .or of any sporting event on televisionlikely
to be of interest to students, can be' rought to class and
used for reading on either a formal or informal basis.

7. Bring to class librar editions' of 'Sporting books,
read-short selections to arouse interest, and tell students
where, the book is available in the library. Introduce the
topic Wirt a refereneejo a sports Prograrn which has

r

0

recently been shown on televi'siori:

8. Encourage stu,dents to obtain Paperbacks from
educational , book clubs, and puetin a special plug tor,
those paperb-acks which are, related in any way to favor-
ia television programs or actors. Following is a list of ^
some of these batik dubs. 0

NCI
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EDUCATIONAL PAPERBACK BOOK CLUBS

Publisher Address Name of'Club

Scholastic 904 Sylvan Avenue See-Saw K-1

Book Englepood
Services " NeW. Jersey 07632

or Lucky 2-3

2931 E. McCarty Street
Jefferson City, Arrow 4-c
Missouri 65101

Grade Level

or Tab

5675 Sunol Boulevard
Pleasanton,

Jr. High

California 94566 Campus Sr. High

Young Box 181 King Cole K-1

Readers Northvale,
Press New Jersey 07647 Willie Whale 2-3\

Palcon

Weekly' Education Center
Reader Columbus, ,

Papegback 43216
Book Clubs,
AmeriCan
Education
Publications

4-6

Good Time Books 2-3

Discovering Books 4-6

4

ti ,

9.. Obtain the lyric% of popular songs and give each
student .-a copy. Use this material for group reading,
choralk,reading, or 'irnplyas the -basis for learning the
lyrics of the song.q.The review of basic sight words will
be valuable fdr,tthose students who peed it Leatning
unusual or ,.difficult words in emeaningful context will
be interesting for thoseostudepts.WhO hagt the ability.to
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do so. And best of all it will show at least some students
that reading can be fursiva fact which they may have
previously grasped Only dimly,'or perhaps not at all.

10. Decorate worksheets with sketches of favorite
television characters or with key expressions from favor-
ite shows. ..,,

,-..

11. Use phonograph record jackets of popula songs
heard. ion television as reading material. These jac ets

-frequently contain. 'interesting reading mat rial deal-ig
with lyrics, musical arrangements, performer and other

orri similar. background data. Fami y, Jackson
Five, and Osmonds are cu ntly especially' popular rith
intermediate grade students but many students at- tht
primary levels. also list them among their favorftes. (per-
haps some of them developed this liking when their
older brothers or sisters controlled t only family-itele-
vision set -and wouldn't let them wa h anything else).

12. Occasionally select a topic which has been pre-
l' sented' on a recent favorite television show. Have this

issue discussed in class. Then read the class excerpts
from an approptiate book which deals with the .same
issue in greater depth and complexity.' Show'..the class
hoW Witten material san pre sent issues of interest more
thoroughly than television. ell them wheKe th book is
availal2le and how they.mig t obtain it.

The topics of emotion. maladjustment or mental ill-
nessness is frequently' referr d to on television programs.
Virginia Axline's Dibs. n Search of Self (New York'?
:Ballantine Books, 196 -.) contains a fine description of
the thoughts and fse ngs, of ati emotionally disturbed
young boy-. For teepagers there are many similar 'excel-
lent books includi g Theodore -Rubin's Jordi' and Lisa
and David (Balla tine Books, 1970); Hannah. Green's I
Never Promised You a Rose Garden .(New York: New
American Lib ary, 1964); and J. D,. Salinger'S The
Catcher in th Rye (New York:* Bantam Books, 1964).

tt.

.
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1-3. -Encourage the 5tuAents to use the "X-ra.37'vision"
or detective' skill of a current. television hero, to find
Component parts or smaller words in coMpound words.
This and the, following activity are espeCially apitropri-
ate for primary graded§ as part of theirstructUral analy-
sis prograrn.

14: Com-pile 'twenty compound words (such as camp-
ground, railroad, and so .-on) and write each of the
component parts on a,differcnt slip.oPpaper; then write
one 'extra word on an additional slip of paper. Mix up
the'slips and ran4,oinly distribute them to the.§tudents.
Ask the students to-match the parrs of the compound
words, telling 'them that one word will be left over,

which indicates the hiding place of a current television
villain. Before the activity begins; place a cutout of-the
villain in the indicated spot that tlie students can go
to. the hiding place and find him at the conclusion of the
activity.

15. Make a ,classroom "television" (Figure 4) from a
large, heavy-duty cardboard box,. Cut a television-screen-
sized hole in the':: center of one cnd to simulate the

FigUre-4. Classroom Television

Paper is wound from gpool #1-tApool #2
as television show progresses

I '24
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screen, aving the 'Opposite end of the bog 'open. Make
two s all holes. in the top corners of the box as Shown
in e illustration. Insert two ..rbun4 sticks (such as
broomsticks) into the holes so that they extend from
the bottom of'' the box through the hole at the top,
protruding several inches above the top. Staple one end
of a roll of brown butcher'paper to the first broomstick
(spool 1) and staple the ;other dnd of the paper to spool..
2. When spool. 2 is turned, the roll of _paper is pulled
across the screen.

Assign committees of stude.ts to reproduce an ex-
. citing episode of a recent favorit rogram by summa-

rizing it and drawing key situations on the outside
the butcher paper together with appro ialogue or
captions. One member of the committee turn the spool
and the rest ofl.the class watches the televisio show and
reads the captions as they pass along the screen: At

',Appropriate places commercials can be. . n and writ-
ten to make the situation;rnore realiStic and-to serve as a
change of pace. Groups of students or individuals can be

/offered the option of writing original television plays or
commercials And producing them, in this manner. This
activity, is suitable mostly at the intermediate grade level
although simplified versions of it' can be produced by
primary graders.

Comprebensimi Skills

1. Assign different . students the' task of watching
favorite television., shows for differept purposes such as
the following: .

summarize plot
et evaluate plausibility of episode

suggest alternate ending to episode
note how characters dress
nate how characters talk
nate which segments are funniest

t" which segments are most exciting

Z5
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Shift assignments so that each student has had a chance
to view different episodes of the same program for at
least several different ptirposes. After class discussion
introduce reading comprehension skills by pointing out
that there are also different purposes for reading which
call for different techniques of reading (skimming,.read-
inkior details, reading for critical evaluation). Illustrate
with books dealing with television topics of interest.

2. Encourage students to watch a movie or some
other program for which a critical review (of which they
are unaware) has already been publihed. 'Have a discus-
sion in class -of their 'Opinions of die program and then
have them read and discuss the previously published
critical review. Use this. as an introduction to (or as
practice in) reading for critical evaluation. Students can
also be encouraged to write their own critical reviews of
television, programs. Later they can compare them with
the reviews 'of, other students and/or with publiShed
reviews in papers or magazines. Students might also be
encouraged to set up their own standards for rating
programs.

4. Have students watch television programs and.write
down recipes. or instructions\for other, projects. Occa- .

sionally .have this material duplicated so that a copy is
.available for each student and when practical have them
actually try to follow the directions in class: This gives
students practice In reading for following directions:

4. 0:impose an original plot based on a popular tele-
vision program. Read the plot to students .or have it
duplicated and distribute copies to each student in the

. class. Omit the resolution of the plot and enEourage.the
studentSito suggest or to write. out their.ow,n endings...
Such exercises give practice .in iollciwing and predicting
sequence of events.

5.° Duplicate popular television commercials anedis-
tribute brie "copy to each student: Analyie the material

b
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in, terms of motivational techniques, "hidden per-
sUaders," and as an introduction to techniques of propa-
ganda.

3t,f)dy Skills

1. Use a favorite television program to illustrate out-.
lining and summarizing Skills. Have the students che,ck
their summarizing efforts against the way in which plots
are summarized in T V Guide or in the daily newspaper.

2. Encourage students to take notes during televiSion
shows, and use this information later in class as the basis
for reconstructing the plot. Use the exercise to help
students develop skill in the area of note-taking.

3. Purthe results of the television preference survey
on the board in the form of a graph and use this as the
basis for introducing the concepts of graphs, charts, and
measurements.

4. Make a list of ,television show references to per-
sons, places, and things. .If the students are unfamiliar
with reference .materials, show them ;low to use maps,
atlases, encyclogedias, and other materials to locate this
informatidn. When appropriate, use maps in class to
illustrate the locale of a particular .television episode.
Plot changes in locale and demonstrate how to compute
mileage traveled.

5. Make a list of words used on television shows
whose meanings students might, not know. Use these
words for instruction in the use of a dictionary. Along
similar lines, be on the lookout for words which might
be pronounced incorrectly or which might have multiple
acceptable pronunciations (such as route). Assign stu-'
dents or grOups of students the task of checking these
pronunciations in the dictionary:

27
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1. Be on the loo ific o'r technical terms
used in favorite these terms in class at
the first opportune the students do not know their
meaning, show them how they can make use of struc-
tural analy%is (pr- ixes, root words, and suffixes) cou-
pledwigi analyzing the context in which the word was
used .to form ed cated guesses as to what the word
means. Have the evaluate their educated guesses by
checking them o t in the dictionary. For eiample, here
are several terms used frequently'on a popular. medical
series broken doW I, for class use:

prog - nosis

a trophy l to illustrate principle of alpha
a typical privative (initial a to negate fol.-

4 a phasic. JJJI lowing concept),

bi L lateral
ortho pedic

2. Frequently' such concepts as allowance,' budget,
and commission play a rfialor role in television.plots,-or
at least" are mentioned in them. Discuss these terms in
relation to the plot, and then use them to introduce (or
to give practice in) their meanings.

3. Interriational track and field events use the Metric
system cif. measurement. This can lead to a discussion of
this system of measurement, comparison with the sys-
tem used in this country, and methods of converting
measurements from one system into the other.,

4. Occasionally 'foreign coin's. or foreign currencies
are mentioned on television shows. Use this opportunity
to have your students look up these currency systems
and determine their value in terms of American money.

,

5.. Assign a student or a group of students-the task of
computing the amount of time devoted, to commercials

28



and the amount of time devoted` to the actual plot in
several different popular shows. Use the data to intro-
duce (or to demonstrate) the meaning of ratios and
percentages.

6. If sponsors offer their products in terms of "easy
..............//payments" use these figures to illustrate the meanings of

such terms as interest and percentages: If sponsors use
a king size, giant size, or super size, explain what ,these

.terms mean to students in terms of cost per ounce:
Show students how to compute the cost per ounce, and
to make a-list of similar advertising expressions which
could be confusing or misleading.

.3,

WKITING

1. Have students find out as much information as
possible about a television star and write it biography.

2. Suggest that students write to sponsors or 'pro-
ducers and give their opinions about shpws.-When there
are proposed plans to cancel a favorite-program, have
them compose a petition, circulate it for signatures, and
send it to the producers or to the sponsors. There is a
helpful booklet entitled National Television Advertisers
which consists of 45 pages of names and addresses of
the pregidents of the 1,200 companies which sponsor
most television programs. This booklet, revised and up-
dated annually, is available for $1.25 from Television
Most Worth Watching, 3245 Wisconsin Avenue, Berwyn,
Illinois 60402.

3. Have students write out lists of adjectives charac-
terizing various figures in favorite shows, Encourage the
class to discuss the appropriateness of these character-
izations. When. warranted, suggest the use of the dictio-
nary for more precise synonyms for some of the terms.

29



Fpllovving is one such abbreviated list f adjectives
compiled by a fourth grade class after watching an
episode. of Gilligan's Islandt

weird
stuck-up ,

,

f cool.
brainy
sneaky
sexy
loud-mouthed
shrewd
stupid
ridiculous

4. Suggest that students write to television stars and
ask them to list their favorite books or to suggest
reading material which might be appropriate for a desig-
nated grade. Even if the reply is written by the televi-
sion star's secretary, the recommendations appearing
over the star's signature will sometimes carry extra
weight with television fans.

5. Students might be encouraged to attempt to write
original television scripts for popular programs, changing
the setting to a different period of time ( "The. Brady
Bunch in Colonial America") or to a differe g 'raph-
ical location. Show students how to use r ere Nooks
for authenticity or -to give them practic this'activity

. to assure accuracy of cletail. Before tryi to write their
own scripts the students could be et couraged to write
to the studio requesting old television' scripts. These
scripts could be used as models for the writing of
student-produced scripts.

6. Explain how to organize' a lam club for a favorite
television actor. Encourage student's to write to the
studio for information on chartering a fan club and for
souvenirs, pictures, autographs, and other available
materials. Once the fan club. has been started, have
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a students exchange' information with fan clubs in other
parts of the country or in foreign countries.

7. Play Tiopular television ,themes as , background
music for worksheet assignments, creative writing, or
other similar types of student activities. Some types of
music detract from rather than facilitate efficient work,
so experiment with' different types of music to deter-
mine the effect on your, class.

8. Ask students to watch a television show paying
particular attention to a specific character. They should
be advised to take notes about how the. character is
portrayed, considering questions such as die following:

How does this' character act, talk, or feel under
specific circumstances?
Does his way of expressing feelings differ from the
other characters?
Can you think of any ways in which the character's
thoughts or feelings might have been expressed
more effectively?
How does character portrayal differ in television,
radio, and in writing?
How would you portray the character in a specific
situation. if .you were doing it in straight writing,
writing for radio, or writing for television?

9. Encourage students to write different original end-
ings for a recent television plot. Some of the students
might use this experience as a springboard to the com-
position of complete ori ifial plots.

10. Have the studen draw pictures of family groups
on popular television shows .and write or tell stories
about tliem. Use this as a transition to drawing pictures
of their own families and then writing or telling about
them.

11. Ask thestudents to list the sequence of events of
,a recent program favorite. Number each event- and
divide the class into groups to correspond. to the total
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number. Next, number each event and randomly assign
each number to a /different group of students. Each

-group of students then has the task of writing the
caption for their event and drawing a pictureto illus-
trate it. When the task is completed the events are
assembled in correct order and stapled into a booklet
for the students to look at and read.

12. Have the students write critical reviews of se-
lected television programs. Offer prizes t8 the student
who write unusually good reviews and/or arrange to '

have these reviews published in the class or school
newspaper:

SUMMARY

One of the best things, about using the television
watching habits of your students to supplement your
classroom reading prOgram is that it forces you to keep
in touch with the interests of your students and to
change the content of your teaching material actor
ingly. This is a continuing process. Yesterday's television.
*grams are no longer suitable for today's students, ,

and today's programs will not 195 pertfnent for tomor-
row's students. Britigin television into the classroom
encourages, you to become aware of a changing world as'
depicted through this medium and to use this knowl-
edge as a means of making ydur teaching more exciting
and relevet.

, c"
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